The Public Face of ICERM ICERM invites the community to its popular public lecture series, which introduces nonspecialists to the wide range of mathematical topics that feature experimentation, computation, and visualization. Some of these lecture speakers also contribute video "shorts" to ICERM's MathBytes@ ICERM series.
Here are some highlights from the Public Lecture series. P u b l i c L e c t u r e : " S c r a t c h i n g t h e Surface in Dynamic Visual Effects" (March 11, 2013) https://icerm. brown.edu/ssvde/.
Want water waves synchronized with music in movies? Robert Bridson (University of British Columbia) showed how computational physics underlies some of the most amazing and the most routine visual effects in films. His geometric and numerical algorithms in physics-based animation produce natural-looking water, smoke, fire, and clothing to create previously unrealizable artistic effects.
Public Lecture: "Mathematics of Crime" (November 20, 2014) https://icerm.brown.edu/ public_lectures/pl-14-moc/.
Using mathematical models to fight crime? Andrea Bertozzi (UCLA and Founding Chair of ICERM's Science Advisory Board) told the fascinating story behind her participation on the UCLA team that developed a "predictive policing" computer program that zeros in on areas that have the highest probability of crime. City of Providence and Brown University police were among the appreciative attendees. 
Looking Ahead
ICERM is expanding its computing offerings to participants. In addition to providing access to multiple software packages and to high-performance computing through Brown's Center for Computing and Visualization, ICERM staff will also be available for programming consulting. ICERM is launching a new program in 2015, Collaborate@ ICERM, and encourages proposals for small teams of researchers who may benefit from ICERM's computing resources (see https://icerm.brown. edu/get_involved/#tab-collab/.) Finally, in July 2016, ICERM will welcome its second director, Brendan Hassett, a professor in the Mathematics Department at Brown University. Photo courtesy of ICERM at Brown University.
